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A MINI CONGLOMERATE  
WITH SIGNIFICANT UPSIDE
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While there are certainly areas of the market that appear to be a bit “bubbly” – SPACs, electric vehicle 
stocks, high short interest companies come to mind – there are many companies with cheap stock prices 
that will benefit from a recovering economy in 2021.

IDT Corporation (IDT) is a perfect example.

It is cheap on an absolute and relative basis, trading at an EV/EBITDA multiple of 6.5x and an EV/Revenue 
multiple of 0.26x.

Meanwhile, it has no debt and $119MM of net cash on its balance sheet.

Its fundamentals are terrific, and its chart is a thing of beauty (remember not to be afraid of buying a 
stock at a 52-week high!).

Company: IDT Corporation
Ticker: IDT
Market Cap: $468 million
Enterprise Value: $327 million
Price Target: 33.00
Upside: 70%
Recommendation Type: Rocket

Executive Summary

IDT Corporation is a mini-conglomerate run by Howard Jonas, one of the best value creators in the world. 
The stock is trading at a big discount to its sum-of-the-parts valuation, but the imminent spin-off of one 
or more of its high growth technology subsidiaries will unlock that value. Insiders own 25% of shares 
outstanding ensuring we are well aligned with management. My price target implies over 50% upside.

IDT Corporation Overview

As I mentioned, IDT Corporation is run by Howard Jonas.

Here is a great Wall Street Journal article that provides some background on his entrepreneurial career.

The 60-year-old cut his teeth selling hot dogs in the Bronx, N.Y., at the age of 14, studied economics at Harvard 
and eventually moved into the phone business with the founding of long-distance provider IDT Corp. in 1990. 
He used the windfall from his Net2Phone deal to fund an array of ventures including looking for shale oil in 
Mongolia, publishing “Star Trek” comic books and trying to cure cancer.

Jonas started IDT Corporation in 1990 and by 1996, when the business went public, it was one of the 
largest Internet and alternative telecommunications companies in the world.

The business has morphed over time, but for the past 10 years, the legacy telecommunications business 
has been shrinking but generating significant free cash flow.
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And that cash flow has been used to fund investment into new businesses that are eventually spun off to 
IDT shareholders.

If you looked at IDT Corporation’s stock price, you wouldn’t think there was anything special.

But the stock chart only tells 10% of the story.

Because since 2010, IDT has spun four different businesses into independent public companies.

IDW Media (IDWM): $29MM market cap.
Straight Path Communications: This business was ultimately sold to Verizon for over $3BN.
Zedge Inc (ZDGE): $145MM market cap (my recommendation from last month)
Rafael Holdings (RFL): $486MM market cap.

If you include all the value that has come from IDT in the form of tax-free spin-offs, the stock has 
generated a compound annual return of ~50% since 2010.

Simply put, Howard Jonas is a money maker.

IDT Corporation hasn’t spun out any assets since 2018 (Rafael Holdings), but I believe that will change 
shortly.
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Business Outlook

IDT’s cash cow is its traditional communications business, which participates in the paid minute voice 
communications market. The business is subject to revenue and margin pressure as consumers migrate 
to low-cost or free messaging services and other non-voice communications technologies.

IDT works diligently to maximize cash flows from its core offerings in part by introducing new features 
and enhancements to prolong their longevity and utility while reducing their overhead costs and 
operating expenditures.

IDT’s strategy is to harvest cash flows that are generated from its legacy telecommunications business to 
fund innovative and high-margin technology focused businesses.

In its fiscal year, IDT was able to harvest $30MM from its mature business to invest into its high-margin, 
high-growth tech businesses. What are those businesses?

They can be broken down into two buckets:

Fintech
Unified Communications as a Service
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Fintech
The Fintech assets consist of BOSS Revolution and National Retail Solutions.
 

The BOSS Revolution money transfer app allows customers to transfer money safely and quickly back to 
friends and family in other countries. Here is an excellent video that helps explain how it works.

The app appears to be well liked based on over 25,000 reviews on Google with an average rating of 4.7/5.

Growth has been incredibly strong. For example, in the last quarter revenue grew 111%. Ultimately, this 
business will be spun off to IDT shareholders.

National Retail Solutions is a point-of-sale network with 12,000+ terminals.

The target customer for the point-of-sale terminals is the owner of a convenience store. The terminal will 
help the customer more efficiently manager his/her store.

The reviews for the National Retail Solutions are mediocre (2.9/5), but the product has significant 
potential and is growing incredibly well (109% in the last quarter).

Unified Communications as a Service (Net2phone)
Net2phone is a worldwide leader in the voice-over-IP industry. It enables companies to move their voice-
over-IPO systems to the cloud and get rid of wires and machinery that is usually needed for a phone 
system. Net2phone is a communications system that integrates desk phone, PC, and mobile via its 
platform. It is also backed up client management tools and analytics.
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It takes advantage of cloud technology. It’s able to take voice-over IP phone systems and move them to 
the cloud. This gets rid of wires and services to back-up phone system.

Growth (only 7%) last year was negatively impacted by the pandemic but growth has since reaccelerated, 
driven by Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS) subscription revenue growth.

Insider Ownership and Insider Buying
I always look for high insider ownership to ensure that we are aligned with the people running the 
business. In the case if IDT, insiders own ~25% of shares outstanding.

Strong Balance Sheet
IDT has an incredibly strong balance sheet with $119MM of cash and no debt.

Valuation and Price Target

The best way to value IDT is on a sum-of-the-parts basis as I believe it’s highly likely that IDT spins off its 
fintech assets and Net2phone into two separate independent companies within the next year or so.

I’m valuing IDT’s legacy business at a draconian multiple (6.0x free cash flow). For IDT’s fintech assets, I 
believe Square and Clover (Australian company) are the best comps. For Net2pay, the best comps are 
RingCentral, LogMeIn, and Vonage.
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Adding up the value, I arrive at my fair value estimate of 33 per share. 

Risks

Business growth slows. I’m ascribing significant value to IDT’s growth assets. If growth slows or 
reverses, it will have a negative impact on IDT’s outlook.

Decline of legacy business. IDT faces fierce competition in its legacy telecommunications 
business. Historically, IDT has done a good job of maximizing cash flows given secular challenges. 
However, if revenue declines accelerate, my fair value estimate would decline.


